The article describes the creation of the normal cycloidal curve by rotation of the point about the normal of the circle on the spherical surface and binormal cycloidal curve created by rotation of the point about the binormal of the previous cycloidal curve. Cycloidal cyclical surfaces are created by moving circles along the curves lying in the normal plane of the curves. Described cycloidal cyclical surfaces are projected on the spherical surface. Varying parameters of the curves are generated different ornaments on the spherical surface.
Introduction
Let the three-dimensional Euclidean space E 3 is determined by the Cartesian coordinate system   
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 is represented by the regular square matrix [2]  Then the vector function of the cyclical surface  is 
represents the transformation of the coordinate system  
(the moving trihedron of the curve 1 c ) into the coordinate system  
(the moving trihedron of the circle c).
Then the vector function of the cyclical cycloidal surface 1  is In Fig.2 1 c and lying in the normal plane determined by the principal normal n and the binormal b of the curve 1 c at the point 0   .
In Fig.3 are displayed spherical surface  , cyclical surface  and cycloidal cyclical surface 1    determined by the same parameters as in the Fig.2 . In Fig.4 are displayed spherical surface  , cyclical surface  and cycloidal cyclical surface 1    , determined by the same parameters as in the Fig.2 ., except 1 sgn 1   . In Fig.5 are displayed spherical surface  , cyclical surface  and cycloidal cyclical surface (   01  01  1  01  01  1  01  01  1  2  2  2 
   
Then matrix 
4.
Creating the ornaments on the spherical surface by using normal and binormal cycloidal cyclical surfaces
We can create various ornaments on the spherical surface by the changing of the parameters of the cycloidal curves 
Conclusion
By using of the mathematical apparatus we can create spatial ornaments as an example of the utilization of mathematics in design. The design is also needed in addition purposeful and aesthetic.
The described method of the modeling of cyclical cycloidal surfaces on the spherical surface shows a simply way to modeling of different interesting ornaments on the spherical surface by changing of parameters.
In this paper was used rotations about the coordinate axes of the moving trihedrons of the curves lying on the spherical surface.
